Microsymposia of nucleation and control it, and in situ X-ray diffraction of crystals will be examined in this overview lecture. Conclusion: There is no universal solution in the search for good crystals. If anything, the search has become more difficult as more challenging targets are attempted. A multi-faceted approach is therefore required.
Repeat proteins are ubiquitous protein-protein interaction molecules in biology [1] . We made use of this feature in vitro and designed ankyrin repeat proteins (DARPins) which consist of repeat modules with fixed framework residues and randomized surface residues suitable for target binding. The random assembly of such modules yields combinatorial libraries of DARPins of varying length and large diversities. DARPins are very stable, soluble and produced in large amounts by bacterial expression. By using ribosome display highly specific binders against different protein targets with low nanomolar affinity can be selected. This opens the possibility to crystallize a target protein in complex with a variety of DARPins and therefore enhances the chance of obtaining structures of target proteins that are difficult to crystallize. We selected DARPins having high affinity and specificity for proteases, kinases and membrane proteins and used them for cocrystallization of the target protein. 
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A simple method to introduce anomalous scatterers in a wide number of proteins Jakoncic Jean, Vivian Stojanoff Brookhaven National Laboratory, National Synchrtron Light Source, BNL BLDG 725D NSLS, Upton, NY, 11973, USA, E-mail jakoncic@bnl.gov A recent Protein Data Bank survey indicated that more than 5500 X-ray crystal structures contain at least one Sulfate ion and the total number of X-ray crystal structures is approximately 43000 therefore approximately 13 % of the total structures contain Sulfate. Since Sulfate ions are predominantly introduced during the crystallization step, we have taken advantage of a simple substitution in the crystallization reagent. Sulfate (SO4) was substituted with Selenate (SeO4) during the crystallization of two model proteins known to crystallize in SO4. Crystals were obtained in similar conditions and diffracted to similar resolution. Their SAD structure were determined solely relying on anomalous scattering from SeO4. One structure was determined from the peak energy and the second from the high energy remote. 
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